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This memo is in response to the FEC''s request for additional information dated July 24, 2014.  In this RFAI the FEC
draws it to our attention that contributions from two individuals that were reported via the Pre Primary 48 hour
reporting  process were not then subsequently reflected on our April 2014 quarterly report as they should have been.
These contributions came to our committee in the form of two separate checks and were reported to the FEC immediately
upon receipt by agents of our campaign via a 48 hour notice.  In the case of the contribution from Mr. Shan Whitfield in
the total amount of $5200, with $2600 designated to Primary and $2600 designated to General, the check bounced once it
was deposited and we were unable to collect funds.  Consequently we recorded a refund to Mr. Whitfield for the total
amount of his check in our reporting database.  In the case of Mr. McLean''s contribution in the amount of $1,000, the
check was mailed to our Treasurer from the location in the district where it was received and lost in the mail
preventing our treasurer from depositing it.  The treasurer had reported the contribution via the 48 hour notice process
immediately upon receipt by an agent of the committee but the physical check was lost in the mail on it''s way to
deposit.  Mr. McLean was notified of the lost check and opted not to replace the funds so again we recorded a refund to
the contributor since funds never made it to our bank account.

Because we miss coded the refunded amounts to both individuals as "reversals" rather than "refunds" in our database
neither individuals original contribution, nor the subsequent refunds, explained by a notation of "bounced check" or
"lost in mail", appeared on our April 2014 Quarterly report.  We have fixed this coding error in our database and filed
an Amendment to our April Quarterly as well as our July Quarterly since Year to Date numbers were effected.  We hope
this addresses the issue completely but if you have anymore concerns please do not hesitate to contact us.

We regret this data entry error and thank you for bringing it to our attention.
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